FRIDAY, JUNE 21, 2019
MAKE MUSIC TUCSON

House of Bards

04:00 PM - 04:30 PM
Sweet Remember
Singer/Songwriter

04:30 PM - 05:00 PM
The Roilers
Rock, Religious, Reggae, R&B, Ragtime, Punk, Pop,
Opera, Native America

05:15 PM - 05:45 PM
Michele Laplante
R&B

07:00 PM - 08:00 PM
FLG Santana Tribute
Rock

08:15 PM - 09:00 PM
Then When
Rock

09:00 PM - 09:45 PM
THE GOD AWFUL TRUTH
Metal
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10:00 PM - 10:45 PM
Agresor
Metal

11:00 PM - 11:45 PM
Amoras Bane
Metal

12:00 AM - 12:00 AM
Forget Conformity
Metal